METAMAGICAL
THEMAS
Is the genetic code an arbitrary

one,

or would another code work as well?
by Douglas R. Hofstadter

Jr alJ began uilh a pesky \rudent oi
I mine named Vahe Sarkissian. I \ as
I t"lling my compuler science class

about one of my favorite notions: the
analogy between the complex machinery in a living cell that enables a DNA

molecule to replicate itself and the clever machinery in a mathematical system

t}tat enables a formula lo say things
about itself. To my mind the resemblance is deep and fruitful;

it

has af-

forded me sharper perception in both
domains. Although Vahe appreciated the analbgy, he doubted the validity

of a signif,cant aspect of it, and so he
brought the matter up in class. His
challengc forccd me lo lhink the is
sues through carefully, and en route I

encountered some fascinating details
of cell biology I might otherwise never
have known. What I find gratifling is
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how quickly people can come to appreciate these intricacies wirhoul ha\ing
studied molecular biology.

Both of the profound 2oth-century
discoveries involyed in the analogy depend crucially on codes: curiously arbitrary-seeming mappings from one
set of entities to another set of entities.

In metamathematics the code is Godel
numbering, in biology it is the genetic
code.

In Godel numbering code

num

bers are assigned to various mathemati
cal symbols (parentheses, for example),
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he 20 atnirn acids

I

acids,

and ro you might lhink there would

be 20 different nucleotide triplets. It is
not quite that simple. There happen to
be four different nucleotides involved in
the genetic code, denoted A, C, C and U
(which stand for adenine, cytosine, guanine and uracil). Every possible trip

let (beginning with AAA, AAC, AAC
and going all the way to UUU) stands

for some amino acid. (Well, not quite.
Three triplets do not, but for the moment that is just a detail.) How many
such triplets are there? Sixty-four, of

worked out in which a chemical unit
of one species is assigned as a code for
a unit of another species. Actually a frpler of unils of what I shall call Species
I is assigned to a unit of Species II. In
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fact, sometimes several different triplets
are assigned. For the moment, however,
*rat is beside tlre poinl. The main thing
is simply that members of two entirely
unrelated species of chemical units are
"mapped" onto each other. Vahe's question has to do with how arbitary this
mapping really is.
Species

I

is the nucleotides. Species

II

amino acids. If these words are not

in your vocabulary, don't panicl You

Thr

fFhere are 20 drflerent amino

just as license numbers are assigned to
cars or area codes to cities. This map
pinS connects entilies from two inLrinsically unrelated domains, one typographical and the other abstract.
The genetic code is like\^,ise a mapping between two mutually unrelated
domains. In this case, however, both
domains consist of chemical units. To
someone who is not familiar with chemical terminology the two domains might
not seem sumcienily diflerent for the
startling quality of their connection to
be apparent. The fact remains that in
the course of evolution a scheme was

is the

Ser ne

about the constituents of the cel1. The
"personality," or character, of a cell is
stored in its genes. The genes, however, are essentially static, like words in
a book. For them to come alive they
must be translated into dynamic agents.
Those agents are proteins; their actions
realize the potential of the genes. They
"express" the genes and thereby create the character of the cell. Genes are
sbings of nucleotides, and proteins are
strings of amino acids. The cell's personaliLv is therelore wrirten in lhe passire
chemical units of Species I. Through the
genetic code this description can be con
verted into a vast population of dynam
ic agents made out of chemical units of
Species IL Therefore thanks to the genelic code lhe cell s personaliry, implicitly defined by its genes, can emerge
and bloom.

need not know word one about chemis
try to be able to imagine this correspon
dence, this match-up between members
of two different chemical species. All
you need to know is that to each triplet
of nucleotides (whatever they are) there
is matched an amino acid (whatever that
is). That is what the genetic code is.

The purpose of the code would be
hard to describe without adding a little

course:4X4X4. Hence 61 (64-3)

different tIiplets are matched up with 20
amino acids. Consequenrly some amino
acids are coded for by more than one
"codon" (a triplet of nucleotides). Indeed. there are some amino acids that
get six different codons, some that get
four, some that get three and some that
get two; only a couple get one. The com
plete genetic code is shown, for your
convenience, in the top illustration on

Back to Vahe. He noted that Go-

del's numbering scheme was quite arbi
trary. Kurt Godel could have made just

about any number corespond to each
of the mathematical symbols involved;
it would not have made the slightest
difference to the success of his workThis is quite true. On th€ other hand,
Vahe had the feeling the genetic code
was deeper. It seemed to him intuitively
that each amino acid is related to its particular codon (or codons) for some compelling reason, that there must be some
fundamental chemical necessity for the
relation. To caricature Vahe's position
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ooc might say: "Godel's code is the work
of a mere mortai. but the genetic code is

the work of God. Therefore the genetic
code must be perfect, inevitable and un
alterable."

U

was quick to retort that, as far as I
could tell. such was not the case. I said
the genetic code seems every bit as arbi
trary as the way the telephone company
assigns area codes, every bit as arbitrary
as Gi!del's numbering scheme- I drew on
the blackboard some pictutes of the
molecules involved to show my reasons
for thinking this way. But as I stood
there at the board a lew things began to
nag al me, pla.es \\ here | \ as nol enlirely sure of \that I was sayinS, "facts" I
knew I really ought to check up on. This
desire to prove to my class the arbitrary
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nature of the genetic code has led me

down some fascinating paths in molecu
lar biology, and my flndings are what I
wish to report here.
Let lls relurn lo lhe .cll. A ccll is i.
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miniature town. There are basically two
kinds ol entity in lhis lown There dre
passive obiects, "l mps" that iust sit
around and wait for something to do
somelhing Io thcm. and lhere are acti\ e
agents, "doers" that always want to get
in there and do something These active
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do under special cfcumstances, but we
need not go into that here.)
An enzyme is very specif,cj it is tailormadg for a certain task and no other.

Once an enzyrne is hooked up to its substrates it starts churning, like a-laundromat washing machine into which the
proper coins have been inserted. The enzyme may rip parts off one substrate and

attach them to another, it may bind two
substrates together-whatever its thing
is, it does it. Then it lets go of the prod
uct (or products), which are now free to
go ofl and drift about inside the cell.

/-f- he upshot of all rhis irenzied acriv
I it1 b1 riousands of busy enzymcs i.
the credlion and sJstenanLe of a unique
living organism. It is these enzymes,
these proteins, these coiled-up chains

of

amino acids that carry out the mastet

plan stored pas5ivcl) in lhe cell s grnc\,
uhi.h are rhains of -but wairl We arc
getting ahead of the story.

There is nothing more imponanl lo
know about cells than how qn7lrnq5
work. They are what make cells run.
There is one other thing, however, that is

eqlally important. That is which et

,/Yme: are present and how 1i1..1 gq1
there. Nol all cells have the same sel
of enzymes, not by a long shot; that is
why not

€ll

cells have the same charac
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ter. What is more, a given cell,s comple
ment of enzymes can change, depending

on both internal and external circum,
\lances. Where do lhe enzvmes r-ome

from? Ultimalely. of course. they come

lrom the

genes, which are

like

blue_

prints, but that answer does not help at
this point. What rve need to understand
is how enzymes are actually built, not
where their blueprints are stored.
Remember that an enzyme is a pro-

tein, and a protein is a long chain of

amino acids linked end to end and
cUrled up into a ball. you might think
thal since enzymes are so good at taling things aparl and pulting things ro-

gelher. ir is lhey $ar build proleins.
The job is so delicate and specialized
and critical, however, that a different

kind of machine exists to do it. That
little machine is the ribosome. A ribosome is partly composed of protein, but
it is also partly composed ofnucleotides.
Its exact composition does not matter

to us, though. After all, we are con-

cerned only with the /ocr" of the cell.
Is there one ribosome for each kind of

protein? Hardly. That would lead to a
friShtful infinite regress. What would
conslruct each lype of ribosomel A
specific metaribosome? And then what
would construct each specific kind of
melaribosome? In realiry a ribo:ome is

not specific to any protein; it knows
nothing about the various proteins it
builds. A ribosome is simply a general purpose amino acid hooker.upper.

(-_
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w

It lollow\ rhal \omerhing musr t;ll ir
which amino acids to hook up, and in
what sequence to do so. But what? For

example, suppose it is to be lysine-leu
cine-glycine- proline -cysteine - histidinetryptophan. (I chose the sequence pureIy for its musical sound. It is too short
to be a real protein. Proteins are usually many dozens of amino acids lc_rng,
lile the seemingly endless freighr trains
that rumble across the Middle Western
plains and hoot outside your motel
room in Wibaux, Mont., late at night.)

What tells the ribosome to start with

lysine and finish with tryptophan?
At the risk of seeming to invoke an
infinite regress, I shall now reveal that
there is another t.rair' this one composed
of the chemical units of Species I: nucleotides. This train runs right through
the middle oI Lhe ribosome, like a train
through a stalion. Ils cars. lalen in triplets, tell the ribosome which amino acid
goes first, second, third and so on. It

is this train that, through the genetic

--w
How
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code. tells the ribosome which amino
acid comes next.
his train is mRNA: messenger RNA

(ribonucleic acid). A molecule of
mRNA is a long chain of A's, C,s, G's
and U's. An RNA chain is much, much
longer than a prot€in chain. It may consist of thousands of nucleotides strung
logelher like beads. An mRNA chain

'o

subttrate molecules

has special markers along

it

telling

for the protein begins
and ends. That is why there are three
special codons that do not stand for
where the code

any amino acid. They stand for a qual,
ity such as "caboosehood.,,They convey to the ribosome: "Cut this protein
off righr nowt Don'r add a single ami_
no acid more!"
We are coming to the crux of the matter. Where is the genetic code stored?
I have made it sorind as il ribosomes
"know" the code, but they do not. A1
though ribosomes do the translating,
they know neither language involved.
How can this be?
Imagine yourself at the United Nations. An important speech is about to
be given by Mr. Na, the flamboyant
ambassador from Nucleotidia. A si

multaneous interpreter of great skill,
Meri Boso, is summoned. Ms. Boso has
no idea, however, what language the
speech will be in or what language it
must be translated into. It looks bad. At
the last moment, just before the speech
begils, the members of a rescue team
rush into the translating booth, where
they suspend from the ceiling a huge
number of tiny flash cards. Each card
has on its front a word of Nucleotidian
(curiously, all the words consist of three
letters) and on its back the word,s trans-

lation into the target language, which

happens to be Aminoacidian. Meri Boso

is saved! A1l she must do is listen care-

fully to Mr. Na, and then fot

each word

to find with lightning speed its
flash card. Having found the card, she
deftly flips it around so that she can
she hears

speal irs Amjnoacidian Iranslation in
the nick ol time into the microphone before her. Next vord, please!

It's no sweat, being a ribosome. All

you need to do is find the right flash card
in a jiffy. But where are the flash cards in
the cell? Even more to the poi\t, rthat
are they? At this juncture it seems that
the genelic code ha\ receded from vieq

a littlej it has become more decentrai,
ized, harder to localize. Whereas at fust
one might have guessed that the genetic

code was somehow stored inside ribosomes, now it seems to lie in those flash
cards. Hence if $e \rant to dclermine
how arbitrary the genetic code is, we
must determine whether the flash cards
could be changed and, if so, how.

The cell's flash cards are tRNA's:

transfer RNA'S. The term suggests that
they are made out of the same stuff as
mRN A is: A s, C s, G's and U's. This is
true, except that some nucleotides are
occasionally modified by enzymes, but
for our purpose we can ignore that flne
detail. At birth a IRNA is just an ordinary snippet of RNA. Then, quite unlike
mRNA, which stays long and snaky, a
IRNA folds up just like a protein, assuming a specific tertiary structure. This

is in contrast to mRNA, which merely
forms rather aimless curls over shoit
stretches. The curling of mRNA is nonfunctional, whereas the curling of tRNA

is functional. All tRNA's fold up into
roughly the same shaPer a chubby -L,
rather IiLe lhe bent arm ol Mr' America

At a more detailed level, however, the
tertiarv stluclures ol tRNA s differ.
Once a IRNA is iolded up it acts like-a
flash card in that it has an amino acid at
one end of the l, and a codon at the
other. Actually it is not a codon but an
anticodon. For our purpose, however,
they are jusl rwo sides of the same coin.
For each codon there is a corresponding anticodon, and vice versa. To make

one ftom the other You merelY inter
change A with U and C with G (A and

U are said to be complementary, and so
are C and G.) Therefore codon CUC's

anticodon would be GAG and codon
GAG's anticodon would be CUC. To
be more explicit about IRNA, one end
of it simply ri an anticodon. The other
end is a site where an amino acid can
be attached.

rn a nutshell. a ribosome is a transI lating mechanism bel\.!een the two

intracellular languages of Nucleotidian
and Aminoacidian. The words of Nucle'
otidian are codons; the u ords of Amino

acidian are amino acids. The mRNA is
a long speech whose sentences are writren in Nucleotidian. The ribosome is a

quick but ignoianl simullaneous hterpreter that uses tRNA molecul€s to asiemble proteins, which are the Itordby-uord translations of the mRNA sen
tences inLo Aminoacidian. (B\ "quick" I
mean the following. In a bacterial cell

under normal conditions a ribosome can
tanslate about 20 codons per second. In

a rabbit cell things are slower: a little
better than one codon per second.)
The mRNA "speech" is constantly
clicking through the ribosome one codon at a time. On encountering a new
codon the ribosome must seek out a
matching tRNA, one whose anticodon
cortesponds to the codon Of course, a
ribosome has no eyes and cannot scan
about as Meri Boso does lt must try one
tRNA after altot-her, the \\ay the prince
found Cinderella by her slipper. A mystery is how a ribosome can find a match-

This is a salient difference between
the metaphorical flash cards and tRNA
molecules. Whereas flash cards can be
used ovet and over agaia, each time a
IRNA molecule gets used it has to be
"recharged" with the right amino acid.
Just where and how does this take place?
Which amino acid should it get charged
with? How is this determined? What
determines it? A1l of a sudden these
questions loom large. We shall return
to them.
It is now apparent that ii the genetic
code is stored anywhere, it is in a spread

about fashion, distributed among the
thousands of IRNA's floating in suspen-

sion

in the cell near the ribosomes.

Could these tRNA's somehow be subverted? Could they falsely guide the
translation process? Certainly we can
imagine the UN rescue team rushing in

with the wrong set of flash cards, hanging them all up in Ms. Boso's booth and
having her translate Mr. Na's speech
into a completely inappropriate lan
guage. Could there conceivably be produced an entire set of "bad tRNA's":
tRNA's with wrong amino acids attached to them, tRNA's that would fool
the ribosomes into manufacturing nonsensical proteins? wlat could perpetrate such a nasty practical joke?

ecule with a speciflc anticodon at one
end and a specific "attractive shape" at
the other end, a shape that would presumably combine with just one kind of
amino acid.
Here a good question arises. why
does edch rRNA atlraLl the /Erl ami
no acid for ils anlicodon, 'right being
the amino acid defined by the genetic
code? Why could some tRNA not fold
up in such a way as to attract some other
amino acidl Or is there some inlr'nsic
connection between the two ends of
the IRNAI Does lhe anlicodon. for instance, somehow tell the other end of
the IRNA how to fold uP? This was one
thought Vahe had.

f explained lo the class thal neilher end
I o{ rhe tRNA knows anyrhing about
the other. You could surgically replace
the anticodon \ ilh qome other antico
don and the 1,4 end would not know the
difference.

C

onversely, you cor.tld surgi-

cally lop off the specially shaped ll tip
of the IRNA and graft on an alien AA
tip, which would then lure thc wrong

amino acid and make the tRNA em-

body a false piece of genetic codc l concluded by saying: "Since the two ends
of any rRNA are indePcndent, the geoetic code can in principle be subvcrt

Thi$ is the stage I was at when I staded

drawing pictures for my students on the
blackboard. I drew a typical tRNA mol
ecule and stated that at one end-its ll
end il would altract a particular amino
acid. But why should it attract the r,?rt
amino acid? Simple enough, I thought to
myself. As lrith most chemical aftnities
in the cell, the AA end of the IRNA
would simply have tlne right shape. Eaah
tRNA would lure onlY the amino acid
that corresponds, according to the genetic code, to its anticodon. My assump
tion was that for each anticodon the
tRNA that carried it would be shaped
differently at its AA end. And so that is
what I drew on the boardi a IRNA mol-

ing tRNA so quic kly. ln any case. ha\ ing found one and clicLed ils anlicodon
into position against the nRNA codon,
the ribosome snips off the IRNA's ami
no acid and snaps it onlo the Srowing
protein chain; then itreleases the "nude"
tRNA, which is free to Pick uP a new
amino acid.
PROTEIN
BIBOSOME

A

ribosome

"reads"

the sequcnce

of nucleotide triptets

in

RNA and spi s a strund of protein
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ed and is therefore arbitary." Then I
blew the chalk dust off my hands and
turned to another topic.
Well, it turns out that the picture I had
drawn was right in spirit but wrong in
detail. All tRNA molecules ha_ve at their
ll tip precisely the Jare structure_ For
instance, the last three nucleotides at the

AA tlp are always CCA. Thus the

site

where the amino acid gets attached

is

completely nonspecific. There is no special chemical affinity between the ,11tip
of a IRNA and the amino acid that goes
there! When I first found this out (after
class was over), I was somewhat at a
loss. How, I wondered, does the tRNA
always end up wirh the righl amino
acid attached to it? What lures it there?
Could it be the anticodon, even though
it is at the other end of the IRNA? And if
it is the anticodon, does that mean there
is, after all, some special and inrrinsic
Unl between lhe anticodon and its ami.
no acid partner? Is the genetic code, after all, inevitable?
By lalking with friends and looting in
books I found the answer. To my relief it
supported my side, but matters turted
out to be subtler than I had suspected.
Although the AA end of the IRNA is
indifferent to the amino acid that docks
there, so that it can in principle accept
anJ arn\to acid, under normal circumstances only one amino acid will get
attached. This is owing not to the anti

codon but to the tertiary structure of
another region of the IRNA: its DHU
loop. This is a loop that every tRNA
molecule has, and il bends around in a
characteristic shape in each dillerent

kind of IRNA. It is therefore a kind of
three-dimensional signature by which
the tRNA's type can be recognized from
the outside.
But what could accomplish such recognition? Wly, an enzyme, of course,
one of the type known as an aminoacyl
tRNA synthetase. Such an enzyme has
two active sites. One of them is the site

that recognizes the tRNA's three-di-

mensional signature. The other binds an
amino acid. That site, unlike the ll end

of the IRNA, is rol indifferent to

the
amino acid. It will bind one and only one
amino acid, namely the one that is coded for by the tRNA's anticodon. To be

sure, the synthetase itself never looks
at the anticodon. All it does is "snitr"
the DHU loops of various tRNA's, and
when it finds one it "likes," it fastens its
amino acid tightly to the tRNA and bids
it larewell. For each amino acid rhere is
one (or more) synthetase.
So here we haye a funny thing. There

are molecules floating about in
cell whose purpose it is to instruct

the
the

tRNA's in the genetic code. They pack
each tRNA with a

little burden and let
trudge off to encounter a ribosome
somewhere. Can it be said, then, that
the tRNA's themselves know the genetic code? No, they do not. They have to

it

be instructed. What instructs them? The
synthetases. And so can it be said that
the synthetases know the genetic code?
No. They merely match up DHU loops
of various shapes with amino acids.
Hence in the end we frnd ont that nothing
in the cell knows the genetic code.
To be sure, that is a slight exag

geration. The truth, again, is simply
that "knowledge" of the genetic code is

It is shared by the entire set
of tRNA's and synthetases and cannot
spread out.

be claimed by either one alone. And yet

there is a place where one might con,
tend that the genetic code is stored all in
one piece, namely the DNA. You miSht
have been wondering when we would
come to DNA, v/hich is usually the sta.
in tales of molecular biology. Well, this
is the moment.

ne can regar d DN A as a bjg fat,
n
\-,f lazy. cigar smoling slob of a mole

cule. It never does anything. It is the
ultimate "lump" of the cell. It merely
issues otders, never condescending to do
anlthing itself. quite lile a queen bee.

Hov/ did it get such a cushy position? By
ensuring the production of certain enzymes, which do its dirty work. How can
it make certain that a given enzyme will
get produced? Ah, that is the trick.

DNA is a set of blueprints for all

kinds of cellular constituents, lumps and
doers alike. If you want to know where
something in a cell comes from, the
chances are the answer is: It is coded

for in the DNA. The

piece of DNA
that codes for some speciic entity is the
entity's gene. The €ntity may be a pro
tein. it ma) be a IRNA molecule or il
may be some RNA that will eventually
become part of a ribosome. Whatever
lhe constrlrenl is. lhere is a gene Ior ir
in the long, twisty DNA molecule. Indeed, that is why DNA is so long. The
lenglh of fie DNA for a mere bacrerium
can be a million nucleotides, and for
a human being it can be thousands of
times longer than thatl

This brings us back to nucleotides.
DNA, like RNA, is made up oi nucleotides, but instead ol U it uses T (which
staDds for thymine). In DNA, A and T,
like C and G, are complementary. For
every strand of DNA there is a complementary strand that twists around it,
making the entire supetmolecule look
like a double vine. The reason DNA
does this and RNA does not is that A
and U do not fit together as tightly as
A and T, and so the twists of the wouldbe RNA double helix are not as stable
as those in DNA. RNA can form a double helix for short stretches but not for
long ones. That is also why tRNA's
have short double-helix hai.rpin turns
but are not double helixes all the way.

DHU LOOP

At the beginning I mentioned that

an

entity's gene is a coded version of the
entity. Now where there is code there
must be decoding. But there are two
possible layers of decoding DNA. First
ol all you cal decode it into RNA. This
is done merely by complementation: A
codes for U, T for A, and C and G for
each other. The second layer of decoding is the decoding of the message conlained in the RNA. Thar, of course, is
the job of the ribosome.
An u foded iew of the L+haped nolectle of tunsfet RNA 1RNA)
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decoding ("transcription"), It furds
the tRNA's gene and in effect asks the
DNA-decoding enzyme (an RNA polymerase) simply to manufacture the cor
responding (complementary) segment
of RNA. If the cell wants to make a
protein, it uses ,o//, stages. First, as before, the cell gets an RNA polymerase to
transcribe the gene for the protein. That
gives rise to a lorg piece of nRNA.
Then the mRNA is worked on by a ribo,
some, and out comes the desired protein. This second stage is called transla-

tion. And so you see that in our UN
scenario Mr. Na did not write his own
speech. Since he was merely the ambassadorr,from Nucleotidia, he got his
speech from the big boss back at home:
the DNA. Mr. Na is merely a mouthpiece, a tool. He is just reading a tran
script of the DNA'S speech, and that
transcript is slavishly translated by Meri
Boso into Aminoacidian, according to
the genetic-code ffash cards. And even
those flash cards were dictated by the
big boss! You see what I mean about

the lazy DNA being in control of ev-

erything?

The DNA incorporates coded versions of all the tRNA molecules, of all
the synthetases and polymerases, not to

mention the constituents of the ribo-

somes. Thus the DNA contains coded
versions of its own decoders! By decoding their own genes the decoders manufacture more copies of themselves. You
can see that this is a grand loop indeed.
The genetic code is locked &, because
decoders cannot help but produce more
copies o{ themselves. Not only that,
they produce enzymes that replicate the
DNA, ensuring that new cells will have
the same DNA using tlie same code.

l\

code that is locked in is noi the
I\ same t}ing as a code that is inevitable. For instance, the French language
is locked into France, because not only

Tow,

a

do the adults in France spedt French
among themselves but also tiey teach it
to their children. Moreover, they publish dictionaries and grammars that stabilize the language. This does not mean,
however, lhat French is the only possi
ble language in the world. The French
word for something is not intrinsically
tied to thar thing by some Cod-given
28
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rule. French is an arbitrary code, as any
other human language is.
Could it be that the genetic code is
also changeable, in spite of irs being
locked in? How could one conceivably
subvert it? What would be the cellular
equivalent of my tampering with the table on page 23, making up my own genetic code? What kind of magic wand
would I have to wave over a strand of
DNA if I wanted it to use my own personal genetic code?
Let us set up the following hypothetical scenario, We take an ordinary functioning cell, reach into it and magically
remove all its fiRNA and IRNA. We

throw those molecules into the garbage
can. Then we reach back in and remove

all the DNA {but \re leep ir), leaving
behind a lot of random flotsam and jetsam, including some enzymes and ribo
somes. Now the enzymes and ribosomes
have nothing to do, since there is nothing left for them to transoibe or translate. If they will just be patient, however,
we shall be right back. We go off and
tamper with the DNA we extracted, and
we then inject it back into the unsuspecting cell. Is it possible that not only this
cell but also its progeny will now and
forever use our new genetic code? What
kinds of changes would we have to have
wrought on that piece of DNA for the
cell still lo function eractly as before,
except with the new code?

What does "function exactly as befote" mean in this strange context? It
means that the cell should look, to an
outside observer, as it did before. What
determines its overall functioning from
that global point of view? The answer:
Its complement of proteins. Proteins are
what endow a c€ll with its character, its
personality, Given this fact, how can we
ensure that our cell's external personali'
ty is unchanged even though its internal
language has been subverted?

Well, the moment we insgrt the al
tered DNA into lhe cell many RNA
polymerases will start working on it.
They will transcribe it into strands of
RNA, namely short tRNA snippets and
long mRNA trains. The IRNA snippets
will fold up into their characteristic I
shape. At this point yarious synthetases
eDcountering the fresh tRNA's will slap
arnino acids onto them. Then the ribo,
somes will obediently use the charged-

i

k' prctei,r

up tRNA's to translate the mRNA's.
if we are to produce the rarne
proteins as before, we have ro make
sure o[ lwo rhings: (l) lhe new IRNA s
Hence

must embody the new genetic code and
(2) the new protein genes must be writ
ten in the new code.
Goal 1 is tantamount to making sure
each IRNA has the right anticodon, according to the new code. To achieve this
goal it will sufnce for us to change three
nucleotides in each IRNA gene in the
DNA. Therefore the first set of changes
to be made is to find all tRNA genes.
In each gene switch the DNA codon,
which, when it is tanscribed, will become the tRNA anticodon.
To accomplish goal 2 we simply re
write all the "literature," that is, all the
genes for proteins, in the new language.

l\low $ill lhings rcall] \Iorl as qe
1\ hopedl For instance. rlill the s)n
thetases really do the right thing? Well,
each IRNA will fold up exactly as before. (Remember that the anticodon has
no eflect on the way the rest of the

tRNA

folds up, in particular no effect on the
DHU loop.) Now the synthetase comes
along and encounters a familiar-seem,
ing DHU loop. It sticks on the very same
amino acid it would have stuck on be
fore. The enzyme has been fooied in
the way w9 wanted. It has become an
accomplice to our treachery, because
according to the old genetic code this
IRNA is carrying lhe wrong anticodon
for that amino acid, but according to the

it is carrying the r"rg4r one.
If you think this scheme through, you
will see that it really works. A piece of
"weird" DNA can be inserted into a cell
apw code

whose layer-one decoding machinery (a
set of RNA polymerases) is present, and

the celi will proceed to manufacture
new layer-two decoding machinery (ri

bosomes and tRNA's) and therewith to
produce all the proteins coded for in the

"weird" way in the DNA. Collectively

these proteins will then imbue the cell
with the same extemal chataater as \t
had before, when it was using the ordinary genetic code.
Thus we have succeeded in our aim of
showing that the genetic code is just as

arbitrary

as Gitdel numbering. And as a
matter of fact it turns out that inside the

mitochondria

of manl organism.

jrrst

such a code switch has taken place! (Mi
tochondria are semiautonomous organ
elles inside ce lls whose purpose is to car'

and to produce energy-carrying ATP for consumptibn by
the host cell. They have their own tibosomes, DNA, iRNA's and so forth.) The
genetic code of mitochondria is closely
related to the standard genetic code: it
differs only in four codons. Hence it is
a dialect of Nucleotidian. rather than a
completely new language, somewhat as
Joual. spolen in parts of Quebel. is a
dialect of French. Joual is just as locked
into those areas as Parisian is lo Paris.

ry out respiration

Mitochondria have their own tRNA's
and their own genes, which would not be
properly understood in the main body

of the cell, but they get along perfect
ly well. Thus they confirm our original
contention.

This e\curiion through the worlings
given only the barest

of the cell has

glimpse of the complexities and subtleties of the interlocking mechanisms that
add up to life. Why do there have to be
so many stages and so many intermcdi
aries? Why are things accomplished so
indirectly?
I am reminded of a visit I made to the
plant in Chicago wherc Scientifc Amcrira, is printEd. I waq astonished by the
degree of indirectness lhal is, layers
and layers of intermediary processesof the complex machines. I kept ask
ing about wheels and gears and pulley
systems, "What is /rrr for? " It always
turned out that it gave the plant arr ex
tra degree of flexibility in some way
that might not have been anticipated at
first. In the development of almost any

machine the earliest model is crude.
Only the most stIaightforward applica

tions and circumstances of use are taken into consideration. Then refnements
introduced over the years result in levels of complexity that make the evolved
system hard for someone not familiar
with it to understand all at once. This
certainly holds for aulomobiles, airplanes, radios, televisions, computers,
even pianos.

In this light it is nol surprising that

the cell has so many delicately balanced
mechanisms, some of which are there
just to compensate for errors made by

others. Sometimes biologists 4nd bio
chemists wrire about these lhings in a
way that makes it seem they have a wonderful view of the trees but have forgotten about the forest. The way I see the
machinery ol the living cell, the type of

counterfactual thought experiment that
comes to my mLnd -in short lhe view

presented here-is assuredly not the way

a specialist sees it. What I get out of a
lucid and thorough treatise such as Lehningefs Biochemistry is a silhouette: the

shadow projected by cellular processes into the space of information-processing concepts. I hope this is not
wrong, because the shadow has a beau-

tiful

shape.

